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Phase change materials (PCMs) enable passive thermal management by minimizing energy waste. However, a
limitation of organic PCMs is their low thermal conductivity, which leads to uneven phase transitions. Herein, we
introduce a composite following a green and simple synthesis strategy that uses wood’s fiber anisotropy and
microporosity to support an organic PCM (polyethylene glycol, PEG). We first incorporate exfoliated boron
nitride (BN) and polyethylenimine (PEI) in a layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly followed by capping with conductive
polypyrrole. This modification of the wood framework endows non-leaking filling with PCM and simultaneous
light absorption and thermal conduction. The loaded BN provides enhanced thermal conductivity, 4.4 and 26
times higher compared to neat PEG and delignified wood. As a result, the multicomponent system is effective for
solar-to-thermal energy conversion with a latent heat of melting of up to ~160J/g (~78% PEG encapsulation).
Moreover, the modified wood composite shows thermal durability and stability for at least 50 heating and
cooling cycles. Overall, we take advantage of unidirectional heat transport for light conversion and storage and
demonstrate the operation principle using a proof-of-concept prototype system.

1. Introduction
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) allow thermal energy storage (TES)
and can be used to convert solar radiation, absorb excess environmental
heat, as well as store and release thermal energy. Combined with the
possibility for temperature regulation, PCM systems have attracted in
terest for sustainable thermal energy utilization [1–5]. This is possible
given the high thermal (latent) energy involved during phase transition.
For their use in TES systems, PCMs should ideally display a high latent
heat storage density and good chemical stability. For these purposes,
noncorrosive organic PCMs have been considered, including paraffins,
fatty acids, fatty acid esters as well as organic polymers [6–8]. All of
these PCMs show great value for thermal management but display a low
thermal conductivity (k) and are prone to leakage upon melting. These

factors limit the efficiency of heat transfer, energy storage and release
[9,10]. To address these issues, conductive fillers have been proposed,
including carbon nanotubes [11], nanomagnetite [12], expanded
graphite [13,14], graphene oxide [15], carbon black [16], and
aluminum oxide nanoparticles [17]. Unfortunately, poor compatibility
and phase separation of mixtures of such fillers with PCMs lead to low
performance and uneven heat distribution, especially after cycling
operation [17–19]. Therefore, new strategies are required in designing
PCM-based systems for long-term stability and uniform heat transfer.
Shape-stabilization of PCMs by encapsulation in a supporting matrix
[20] is a possible route to reduce leakage. For this purpose, supporting
matrices for TES have included metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [21],
carbon aerogels [22,23], mesoporous silica [24,25], and polymers [26,
27]. Meanwhile, environmental factors such as sustainability and
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biodegradability are of great significance. Hence, wood has been tested
as a promising three-dimensional support for thermal management; for
this purpose, an additional feature is wood’s vertically aligned and
interconnected hierarchical tubular fibers [28,29]. The capillary effects
and surface interactions between the cellulosic porous scaffold and
organic PCM contribute to leakage-proof encapsulation [30,31]. As
such, this wood-stabilized PCM has been proposed for thermal energy
storage [32–37]. Unfortunately, the low thermal conductivity of wood
limits effective heat storage and release [38]. Though wood haven been
utilized in PCM systems to approach better sustainability [35–37], a
higher thermal conduction still needs to be realized to ensure an efficient
utilization of latent heat. Hence, the incorporation method, mechanism
as well as the loading of thermal enhancer filler in the PCM composite
system are subjects that need special consideration. Additionally, a
process that is typically used in related efforts, i.e., lignin removal,
significantly reduces light absorption in the visible and ultraviolet light
spectrum. The poor photo-absorption ability of wood (or delignified
wood) as well as that of the PCM reduce the conversion efficiency of
solar irradiation and limit applications in the field of solar-to-thermal
energy management [39].
In this study, we address the above limitations by introducing a
simple strategy that uses a wood-based PCM composite that exhibits
high thermal conductivity and efficient light-to-thermal energy con
version. For this purpose, controlled wood delignification is used to
increase the free volume for PCM infiltration while allowing high
hemicellulose retention, to preserve the mechanical stability of wood
[40]. Meanwhile, hexagonal particles of boron nitride (BN) are incor
porated as a low-cost filler to endow high thermal conductivity [41].
This enables heat transfer pathways in an adiabatic process involving
the 3D interconnected structure of wood facilitating heat energy storage
and release. Simultaneously, an efficient photothermal energy conver
sion is added by in-situ polymerization of cationic pyrrole (producing
polypyrrole, PPy), which enhances light absorption and electrical con
ductivity. BN and PPy were effectively grown inside wood by electro
static assembly. Compared with methods such as wood carbonization
[42–45] or loading with Fe3O4 particles [12,46] and MOFs [47], for
instance, to capture and convert solar energy, our modification is real
ized by following simple steps and processing in aqueous media, at room
temperature. In sum, light adsorption capacity and light-to-thermal
energy conversion are demonstrated in a multifunctional
wood-supported PCM composite.

DW was modified by adsorption of boron nitride (herein termed as
BN-modified wood, BW) following layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition. For
this purpose, the samples of delignified wood (DW) were immersed
overnight in cationic PEI (3 mg/ml) solution. The samples were then
washed and immersed in a 10 mg/ml BN dispersion for 10 min. The
negatively charged BN adsorbed on the cationic PEI forming a strongly
adsorbed layer. The samples were then washed with de-ionized (DI)
water. Some samples were immersed again in 3 mg/ml PEI solution for
10 min and rinsed with DI water. To form multilayers of PEI/BN, the
process was repeated 2, 5, 10 and 15 times. Part of samples were freezedried for further use. The BW subjected to the above treatments are
thereafter referred to as BW2, BW5, BW10 and BW15, where the nu
meral refers to the respective number of PEI/BN layers.
Additional experiments were carried out with BW capped with PPy
(termed PW). More specifically, the BW samples (BW2, BW5, BW10 and
BW15) were immersed in a 1 M pyrrole aqueous solution for 24 h. A total
amount of 1 M FeCl3.6H2O was then added to initiate in-situ polymeri
zation to produce PPy. After reaction for 24 h, PW samples were washed
with DI water and freeze-dried for further use. These samples were
named as PW2, PW5, PW10 and PW15.
2.4. Impregnation with the PCM (PEG)
The prepared BW and PW wood samples were immersed in PEG
using a vacuum oven (−0.1 MPa, 80 ◦ C), following our earlier procedure
[32]. The BW samples filled with PEG are designated as BW2@PEG,
BW5@PEG, BW10@PEG and BW15@PEG and those with PPy capping
layer are referred to as PW2@PEG, PW5@PEG, PW10@PEG and
PW15@PEG.
2.5. Structural, morphological, chemical, and thermal characterization
The zeta potential of PEI, BN and pyrrole were determined by using a
Malvern Zetasizer (Nano ZS90) analyzer. The morphologies of the wood
samples were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a
Zeiss Sigma VP scanning electron microscope (Germany) and a Hitachi
S2600 N Variable Pressure SEM (Japan). The UV absorption was
measured with a Shimadzu (UV-2600 with ISR-2600Plus) Integrating
Sphere. The thermal properties of the samples were studied by differ
ential scanning calorimetry (TA instruments MT-DSC Q2000) operated
at 5 ◦ C/min heating/cooling rate, from 25 ◦ C to 80 ◦ C under a nitrogen
atmosphere (50 ml/min flow rate). Two replicates of each group were
tested following three heating-cooling cycles. The average values of six
experiments were determined. Thermal conductivity was measured with
a C-Therm TCi™ Thermal Conductivity Analyzer. The specific heat ca
pacity was determined by using a TA instrument (DSC Q1000) with
sapphire calibration and the thermal conductivity was reported at a
temperature of 23 ◦ C. Fifty consecutive thermal cycles were conducted
from 20 ◦ C to 80 ◦ C (TA instrument DSC Q1000) at a heating/cooling
rate of 5 ◦ C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere (50 ml/min flow rate).
The thermal stability and degradation of the samples were studied by
using thermogravimetric analysis on a TA instrument (TGA Q5500). The
samples were heated from 30 ◦ C to 650 ◦ C at 10 ◦ C/min rate, under a 60
ml/min nitrogen gas flow. FTIR measurements were conducted for
composition analysis using a PerkinElmer spectrometer (Spectrum Two
FT-IR spectrometer) using the wavenumbers between 500 and 4000
cm−1 with a resolution of 32 cm−1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of
the samples were measured in the 2θ range of 3◦ –80◦ with CoKα radi
ation on a Bruker D8 Advance Bragg-Brentano diffractometer. The
photothermal energy conversion was determined by exposing the sam
ples to an infrared lamp (120 V AC, 600 W, US) and real-time monitoring
of using of the temperature evolution using an IR (FLIR, T620) camera.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Boards of balsa were purchased from Modulor, Berlin, Germany.
Sodium chlorite (NaClO2, ≥90%), polyethylenimine (PEI, Mn = 10000
by GPC, branched), pyrrole (≥98%), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Mn =
6000 g/mol), iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3 ⋅ 6H2O), boron
nitride (powder, size around 1 μm, 98%), isopropanol(IPA, ≥98%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
2.2. Liquid exfoliation of boron nitride, BN
BN powder (5 g) was mixed with 500 ml isopropanol for 14 h at 800
rpm (magnetic stirrer). Then the dispersion was sonicated in a water
bath at 80 ◦ C for 10 h. These steps were repeated 8 times to exfoliate the
BN and to obtain a well-dispersed BN suspension.
2.3. Delignified wood and LbL deposition
The balsa samples (with two different sizes, 2x2x0.5 cm and
10x3x0.5 cm) were delignified by treatment with 1 wt% NaClO2
aqueous solution at 100 ◦ C with the pH of the solution adjusted to 4.6.
The resulting, delignified wood (DW) showed an off-white color.
2
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the procedure used for the synthesis of BW, PW and PW@PEG. PEI/BN LbL assembly on DW was carried out using 2, 5, 10 and 15
LbL cycles, yielding the respective BW. PPy was synthesized on BW to form the thermally conductive PW samples, which were further infiltrated with the phase
change material, PEG.

3. Results and discussion

hydroxyl groups on the defective edges of the BN [49–52], promoted
hydrogen bonding with PEI and cellulose in the BW samples. After fully
infiltration of pyrrole, the addition of Fe3+ initiated the in-situ poly
merization [53]. In these PW samples, hydrogen bonding also occurred
between PPy’s amine groups and the hydroxyl groups of BN (Fig. 1).

3.1. Wood modification and loading
The procedure used for surface modification on balsa as well as the
designated PCM composites is illustrated in Fig. 1. Balsa (Ochroma
pyramidale) is highly porous (the tracheid content is as high as 90%) and
lightweight (±87.7 mg/cm3). Delignification created large void vol
umes, not only from the cell wall but from the middle lamella and cell
corners (Fig. S2), which allowed extensive PCM infilling [32]. After the
removal of lignin, the residual hemicelluloses contributed to the anionic
character of the delignified wood sample (-COO- surface groups) [48].
When immersed in water, the inner structures of wood displayed fea
tures typical of anionic hydrogels.
We note that BN nanosheets obtained by sonication-assisted hydro
thermal exfoliation (Fig. S3) presented a negative zeta potential (−14.6
mV), which enabled adsorption following the LbL strategy with PEI
(+15.2 mV) interlayers. In addition, the outmost anionic BN facilitated
adsorption of the capping cationic pyrrole (+12.1 mV in aqueous
dispersion) by electrostatic interactions. On the other hand, the

3.2. Morphology of conductive BW, PW and PW@PEGs
The wood structures were preserved after the LbL self-assembly
(PEI/BN) and after deposition of PPy (BW, PW and PW@PEG,
Fig. 2a–g). The off-light yellow color of the BW samples (Fig. 2e),
developed upon PEI/BN immersion, was taken as qualitative indication
of the effect of PEI adsorption. The efficient BN adsorption was
confirmed by the observation of the mineral nanosheets attached on the
wood tracheid surfaces, as evidenced in SEM images taken in the lon
gitudinal and radial directions of PW15 after 15 adsorption cycles
(Fig. 2b, e and 2e1), which were contrasted with the neat, clean and
smooth cell wall surfaces typical of DW (Fig. 2a and d). An increased
number of BN nanosheets accumulated and stacked on the cell wall
surface with the number of cycles (Figure S4b1-b3 and S4c1-c3) which is
3
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Fig. 2. SEM of the longitudinal section of (a) DW. (b) BW15, and (c) PW15. SEM of the radial morphology of (d) DW, (e) BW15 and (e1) BW15 at an increased
magnification as well as (f) PW15. (g) Photos of DW (top left), BW15 (top right), PW15 (bottom left) and PW15@PEG (bottom right), (h) SEM of the radial
morphology of PW15@PEG. (i) UV and (j) FTIR spectra of the respective samples, as indicated and (k) XRD of DW, BW10, PW15 and PW15@PEG.

attributed to the role of the PEI interlayer, which indicates a thermally
conductive material.
The effectiveness of BN loading was confirmed by TGA measure
ments conducted with the BW samples, Fig. S5. Additionally, FTIR re
sults indicated the effective adsorption of BN in DW (Fig. S4a). To endow
efficient light-to-thermal energy conversion, PPy was applied on the BW
samples, given PPy light absorption capacity [29]. The capping PPy
covered the PEI/BN layers and changed the surface roughness in both
the radial and longitudinal directions (Fig. 2c and f). Compared with the
surface of BW and neat DW (Fig. 2a, b, d and e), the addition of PPy
increased the surface roughness, which enhances the interfacial in
teractions with the infiltrated PEG [54]. The surface features or pro
tuberances observed in Fig. 2c and f, provides a better molecular contact
in PW15, which increases the work of adhesion and encapsulation of
PEG.
The rough surface of the PW samples (Figure S4d1-d3 and S4e1-e3)
facilitates multiple light scattering, absorption and energy harvesting
[28]. Additionally, the dark color imparted by PPy in PW and PW@PEG
samples, enhances light absorption (Fig. 2i). Besides its photothermal
conversion effect, the PPy capping layer protects the

thermally-conductive boron nitride particles in the PW samples. The
system guarantees light-capture by wood following simple and
low-energy processing.
3.3. PCM-loaded systems
For thermal energy storage, PEG was applied as a source of latent
heat in PW@PEG. After the impregnation of PEG in PW via vacuum
infiltration, the lumina were filled completely, as seen in the fully
covered lumen shown in Fig. 2h. For PW15, the appearance of peaks at
– C and
1548 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1 corresponded to the pyrrole ring C–
C–N stretching vibrations [28,29], confirming the presence of PPy. The
peaks around 800 cm−1 (B–N stretching vibration) and 1380 cm−1 (B–N
bending vibration) [55,56] are indicative of the presence of BN in PW.
On the spectrum of PW15, the characteristic peaks at 3337 cm−1, 1736
cm−1and 1032 cm−1 are assigned to the stretching vibration of O–H,
– O and C–O valence vibrations of cellulose, respectively [32,57],
C–
indicating that the chemical composition of wood was preserved after
both physical adsorption and in-situ polymerization of PPy on the sur
– O and C–O
face. However, the absorbance values corresponding to C–
4
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PEG and PW. No new peaks were observed in PW15@PEG, indicating
that no chemical reactions took place. Meanwhile the reduced absor
bance from 3300 cm−1 to 3600 cm−1 corresponded to the O–H
stretching vibration typical of the formation of hydrogen bonds by the
addition of PEG (Fig. 2j). The chemical compatibility and structural
stability of PW and PW@PEG were also confirmed by XRD analyses. The
typical crystalline peaks of cellulose I at 2θ = 14.9◦ , 16.5◦ , 22.5◦ and
34◦ , were assigned to the (101), (10–1), (020) and (040) crystal planes,
respectively [58,59], which remained in the PW samples, Fig. 2k. No
new crystal peaks appeared in the PW samples, confirming the physi
cochemical stability of the systems with the given BN loading, Fig. 2k
and Fig. S7. After the incorporation of PEG, Fig. 2k, the characteristic
peaks of PW15@PEG corresponded to the superposition of PW15 and
PEG, confirming the preservation of the crystal structures of the initial
materials and the chemical compatibility of the system.

Table 1
Phase change properties and energy storage efficiency (F).
Sample

Tm (oC)

ΔHm (J/g)

Tc (oC)

ΔHc (J/g)

F (%)

PEG6000
PW2@PEG

62.4
62.2
0.5
62.2
0.9
61.7
0.3
61.9
1.0

204.5
159.7 ± 7.3

40.21
41.7 ±
0.3
40.6 ±
1.0
42.7 ±
0.5
42.4 ±
1.0

187.7
153.0 ± 4.5

100
78.1%

149.5 ± 6.9

75.4%

149.6 ±
11.6
133.9 ±
11.4

76.5%

PW5@PEG
PW10@PEG
PW15@PEG

±
±
±
±

154.3 ±
10.9
156.4 ±
12.5
139.2 ±
13.2

68.1%

Note: F (%) is the effective melting enthalpy content, which can be calculated as.

were reduced and that of O–H was broadened in PW15, which imply the
formation of hydrogen bonds after surface modification. The adsorption
of BN and PPy rely on secondary interactions including electrostatic
attraction between oppositely charged surfaces and hydrogen bonding.
The spectrum of PW15@PEG (Fig. 2j) showed the characteristic peaks of

3.4. Thermal energy storage of PW@PEG
The phase change and thermal energy storage properties of the

Fig 3. DSC thermograms for PW@PEG upon (a) heating and (b) cooling. (c) The latent heat of heating and cooling in PW@PEGs. (d)Schematic illustration of the
interactions and hydrogen bonding between the components. (e) Longitudinal thermal conductivity of the PWs modified with BN and DW. (f) Longitudinal thermal
conductivity of PW@PEGs and pristine PEG. (g) Molecule interactions in PW@PEG and the PEG chain motion during phase transition.
5
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Fig. 4. Thermal conductivity along the radial direction of (a) PWs modified with BN and DW, as well as those of (b) PW@PEGs and pristine PEG.

samples are next discussed in terms of the phase transition temperature
and latent heat, Table 1. The latent heats of melting (ΔHm) and crys
tallization (ΔHc) of neat PEG are 204.5 J/g and 187.7 J/g, respectively.
Incorporated in a supporting matrix, wood, the PEG in PW@PEG
showed no leakage (Fig. 2g) and had a similar phase change perfor
mance compared to that of neat PEG. The results indicate a successful
solution to the PCM leakage problem without compromising the thermal
energy storage performance.
PEG infilling mainly relied on capillary forces acting in the lumina
and the hydrogen bonding [32] between PEG and the surface of PW. The
amino groups of PPy and the hydroxyl groups of DW together with the
edges of exfoliated BN participated in hydrogen bonding (Fig. 3g) and
facilitated the interaction with PEG, achieving a high encapsulation
efficiency (FTIR, Fig. 2j and S6).
F(%) =

(from 159.7J/g to 139.2J/g) and cooling (from 153.0 J/g to 133.9J/g).
Compared to the values of neat PEG, PW@PEG samples showed a
reduced Tm and an increased Tc. The interconnected three-dimensional
wood matrix provided sites for PEG to crystallize, serving as nucleating
sites during cooling. The phase change temperature was slightly affected
by BN loading (Fig. 3a and b, Table 1): a reduced Tm and improved Tc
were observed for samples PW2@PEG-PW15@PEG, as seen in the shift
of peaks shown in the DSC profile. This favorable effect of BN on phase
transition relied on the enhanced thermal conductivity, which acceler
ated both the melting and crystallization processes. Additionally, upon
melting (Fig. 3b), the PEG in contact with BN engaged in effective heat
absorption (given the enhanced heat transfer of BN) compared to the
wider range of melting temperature of in pure PEG. With BN loading
endowed a more effective heat absorption (shortened melting process)
(Fig. 3b). The PW@PEG structures are well maintained, presenting
stable crystal structures and chemical properties depending on BN
adsorption cycles (Fig. 3c).

ΔHm of  PWX@PEG
*100%
ΔHm of PEG

The PEG loaded in the PW samples showed a high phase change
enthalpy (ΔHm = 159.7 J/g) with 78.1% efficiency (F) in PW2@PEG.
With the addition of BN, the enthalpy of melting and cooling as well as
the encapsulation efficiency were reduced (Fig. 3d), which is explained
by the reduced space and pore volume available for PEG diffusion and
the increased number of BN/PEI layers. Additionally, PEG chains were
confined in the wood scaffold by surface interaction so that not all PEG
undergoes solid to liquid transition, producing a loss of fractional
enthalpy [60], as illustrated in Fig. 3g. Furthermore, the higher molec
ular contact area given by the rough, outermost surface of the wood
framework constrains PEG chains near the cell wall, so that a higher
adhesion energy and hydrogen bonding result in a less extended PEG
molecules during phase change [21]. Therefore, the reduced impreg
nation volume of PEG with the increased BN loading as well as the lower
fraction of extended PEG chains produced a lower latent heat of melting

3.5. Thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity of the PW and PW@PEG samples was
measured and compared with the references (DW and PEG), Table S1,
Fig. 3e and f. Generally, cellulosic materials are insulating [61] and DW
exhibited a low thermal conductivity (23 ◦ C), ~0.029 W/(m⋅K) in the
longitudinal direction. This value increased (0.086 W/(m K) by the ef
fect of BN, a figure that is ~3-fold higher compared to that of DW
(Fig. 3e). After the incorporation of PEG, the axial thermal conductivity
was measured to be 0.758 W/(m⋅K), which is 4.41 times greater than the
value of neat PEG (0.177 W/(m⋅K)) and 26-fold higher than that of DW.
The improved thermal conductivity is explained by the effect of BN, and
the increased k in PW@PEG, which scaled with BN loading. Addition
ally, the growth of BN along the anisotropic wood lumina ensures an
6
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with previously reported wood-stabilized PCM systems (Table 2), the
thermal conductivity in the present study is the highest.

Table 2
Comparison of thermal conductivity reported for related similar phase change
composites.
Wood-supported PCMs

Thermal Conductivity (W/
mK)

Refs

Delignified wood/capric acid-palmitic
acid
Wood powder/paraffin-PEG/graphite
Wood/PEG/SiO2
Wood powder/n-octadecane/SiO2/BN
Carbonized wood/PEG/Fe3O4
Carbonized wood/1-tetradecanol
PPy-modified wood/PEG/BN

0.49

[30]

0.32
0.33
0.73
0.23
0.67
0.76

[35]
[36]
[37]
[42]
[45]
This
study

3.6. Thermal durability and stability
The thermal resistance of DW was improved by the treatments
(PW@PEG degradation occurred at higher temperature, Fig. 5a and
S9a). As depicted in Fig. 5a, the PW@PEG samples with different BN
loading exhibited similar decomposition: first partial degradation at
around 250–350 ◦ C and a second stage with degradation at ~400 ◦ C.
The BN material is thermally resistant [62] as there is negligible py
rolysis losses at 650 ◦ C (Fig. 5a). A higher percentage of residual mass at
650 ◦ C was measured with BN loading, 4.74 and 7.98% for PW2@PEG
and PW15@PEG, respectively. This increased char is attributed to the
incorporated BN and the lower volume of PEG in the material.
The thermal degradation temperature of the PW@PEG samples was
around 400 ◦ C, which indicated a good thermal stability, and a slightly
delayed decomposition of PW@PEG with increased BN loading
(Fig. S9a). Besides the thermal resistance of BN, interactions between
PEG and the cellulose surface modified with PPy, BN and PEI contrib
uted to the improved thermal stability. The effect of PPy as a protective
barrier against the degradation of cellulose was also a factor.
PW10@PEG showed the best performance considering the thermal
conductivity (Fig. 3f) as well as the latent heat stored in the samples
(Fig. 3d and Table 1). The durability of PCM composites is an important
consideration, i.e., to ensure stable performance and avoid phase sepa
ration or loss of properties. To examine the long-term applicability,

effective unidirectional heat transfer in the longitudinal direction (note
the lower k in radial direction for all samples with a maximum of 0.597
W/(m⋅K), Fig. 4 and Table S3). This indicates an improved thermal
conduction via the LbL strategy. As reported previously (Refs. [51,55,
62]), BN has been broadly and effectively employed as a filler for heat
management. In this study, BN was applied in a layer-by-layer format
along the natural wood lumina providing unidirectional heat transfer
pathways (as illustrated in Figs. 3g and 4). Moreover, the enhanced k
was attributed to the reduced thermal interface resistance [39], due to
the improved adsorption and interfacial interactions of PPy. Compared
to the PWs and with the same amount of BN loading, the higher thermal
conductivity in all PW@PEGs is explained by the removal of air and the
closing of pores in PCM composites, given PEG infiltration. Compared

Fig. 5. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of DW, PEG and PW@PEG for given BN modification cycles. Stability and recyclability of PW10@PEG before and after
50 consecutive cycles of heating and cooling as observed by (b) DSC; (c) FTIR and (d) XRD measurements.
7
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Fig. 6. (a) Images acquired with an IR camera of natural wood, BW10, PW10, BW10@PEG and PW10@PEG after illumination for 600s. (b–c) Temporal changes at
the surfaces of BW10, PW10, PW10@PEG and BW10@PEG.

PW10@PEG was consecutively heated and cooled for 50 cycles and the
phase change performance as well as the compositional properties were
examined. As shown in Fig. 5b and Fig. S9b, there was no significant
evolution of latent heat (Table S2) and the similar phase change per
formance indicated good thermal durability and repeatability. The
partial enthalpy loss may be caused by the strong interactions between
PEG and PW, which enabled segmental free-extended PEG chains [60].
The compositional stability was studied by FTIR and XRD (Fig. 5c and
d), which indicated no significant variation in the profiles after 50
thermal cycles. The preservation of the crystal structure and negligible
chemical degradation of the material indicated a great stability and
prospects for cyclic use as thermal energy storage system. The repeat
able and cycling thermal and physiochemical performance support our
observation of good compatibility of the system and the success fabri
cation of PW@PEG with the incorporation of BN.

the high efficiency of photon capture provided by PPy [63]. Addition
ally, compared to natural wood the improved thermal conductivity of
BW10 accelerated the rate of temperature raise (Fig. 6a). As illustrated
in Figs. 3g and 7g, BN and PPy were uniformly distributed in the
channels of the continuous three-dimensional wood network. This
modification endowed heat conversion from light and a heat transfer
pathway to enable uniform phase transition and effective thermal en
ergy storage from solar irradiation.
The capping PPy layer was effective for light absorption and allowed
light-to-thermal energy conversion. As shown in Fig. 6b and c, both PW
and PW10@PEG experienced a rapid temperature raise, within a few
seconds, from 20 ◦ C to 55 ◦ C. It is noteworthy noting that PW10@PEG
experienced a plateau at around 60 ◦ C and the temperature was main
tained for a period of time before the onset of change. This performance
indicated the ability to regulate the temperature and to keep the tem
perature constant by avoiding abrupt heat evolution when PW@PEG
underwent phase transition [60]. The thermal energy storage plateau
was also shown in the cooling process at 40–45 ◦ C interval, when the
light was turned off (Fig. 6b). This phenomenon was not obvious for
BW10@PEG because the poor photothermal energy conversion. To
examine the application of PW@PEG for temperature regulation, we
used a wooden construction model (Fig. 7a and Fig. S10) and followed
the real-time indoor temperature in the system containing a roof of
natural wood, PW, DW@PEG and PW10@PEG and under infrared light.
As shown in the simulation set-up (Fig. S10), the roof of the commercial
plywood house model was replaced by the developed PCM composites
and exposed to infrared light (600 W, to simulate sunlight) and the
interior temperature were recorded when the light was on and off. The
working mechanism of the functionalized wood-based roof is illustrated
in Fig. 7b. The efficient photothermal conversion and rate of

3.7. Light-to-thermal energy conversion
We examined the light absorption ability as well as the thermal
performance of natural wood, PW10 and PW10@PEG (BW10 and
BW10@PEG). Images obtained with an infrared camera were recorded
with samples exposed to an infrared lamp (temperature−time profiles,
Fig. 6a–c). Consistently, a higher light absorption capacity and more
efficient performance were observed for PW10 and PW10@PEG. With
the addition of PPy, the surface temperature reached 70 ◦ C within 50 s
(Fig. 6a–c). By contrast, natural wood and BW showed a limited tem
perature gain after much longer times, 600 s (Fig. 6a). As shown in
Fig. 7c, PW and PW@PEG led to a significantly high temperature rise.
This was not the case in the absence of the PPy capping layer. The
efficient light-to-thermal conversion performance is mainly attributed to
8
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Fig. 7. (a)A wood model house equipped with a roof made from PW@PEG. (b) Illustration of the effect of PW@PEG enabling an enhanced photothermal conversion,
solar energy storage and thermal regulation. Efficient photothermal conversion ability and thermal energy storage performance characterized by (c) a temperature
increasing rate (wood with and without PPy), (e) temperature of PW@PEG roof model after illumination for 8 min and (f) after 15 min, when light is turned off. (d)
Real time indoor temperature change in the model house covered with different roof materials when the model (with and without illumination under a simulated
sunlight). (g) Mechanism of PPy-modified wood-supported PCM enabling efficient thermal energy absorption and release. (h) 12 cycles of heat absorption and release
in PW@PEG while light is turned on and off.

storage performance, the room temperature can be regulated by
reducing the heat loss (Fig. 7b, d). After 12 cycles of heating/cooling,
PW@PEG exhibited reliable and repeatable thermal energy storage and
heat regulation performance (Fig. 7h). So, the proposed wood modifi
cation strategy guarantees an improved heat absorption and release
performance during the phase change process. Solar to thermal energy
conversion and storage in construction materials can be facilitated by
the proposed wood modification, leading to energy saving and tem
perature regulation.

temperature increase (Fig. 7c) of PW@PEG wooden roof leads to a
temperature rise to 80 ◦ C within 8 min illumination, as recorded by IR
camera (Fig. 7e). The absorbed heat in PW@PEG is released slowly and,
therefore, maintains a warm environment for long periods of time
(Fig. 7f, T is maintained at ca. 40 ◦ C after 15min without heating). The
interior temperature is also examined to study the potential for tem
perature regulation. PW10@PEG underwent fast temperature raise and
showed the longest heat preservation (Fig. 7d), which is attributed to the
PPy layer and the thermal energy storage capacity of the infilled PCM. In
contrast, the inner room temperature rapidly decreased to 23 ◦ C with the
wood and PW roof (Fig. 7d): the absence of PEG prevented thermal
energy absorption as latent heat. By contrast, the latent heat of
PW10@PEG was released gradually, maintaining a warm indoor envi
ronment, given the improved thermal insulation. The fast light absorp
tion property of PW and PW10@PEG confirmed that PPy acted as
effective light-to-thermal energy component. In PW10@PEG, the inter
connected 3D wood network modified with BN and PPy served as a
thermal diffusion pathway that enabled uniform PEG melting/crystal
lization, as illustrated in Fig. 7g. Using this material with thermal energy

4. Conclusions
A functional wood-based PCM composite is introduced following a
simple and low-energy process based on layer-by-layer assembly. BN
was employed to enhance the thermal conductivity and was effectively
attached to the wood scaffold via hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
interactions. A capping PPy layer enabled efficient light-to-thermal en
ergy conversion. The distinct three-dimensional wood structure modi
fied with self-assembled BN and PPy was effective in encapsulating PEG
9
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and preventing its leakage; simultaneously, the system endowed a heat
transfer path that guaranteed uniform temperature distribution. The
latent heat of melting of PW10@PEG reached up to 159.7 J/g for a
78.1% PEG encapsulation efficiency. The thermal conductivity of PW
was improved, about 3-times higher compared to DW. The PW10@PEG
material showed enhanced thermal conductivity, up by 4.4 times
compared with neat PEG and 26 times compared to DW. The thermal
stability, durability and chemical reliability after 50 consecutive cycles
of heating and cooling suggest PW@PEG as a potential candidate for
light-to-thermal energy conversion and storage.
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